Shandong High-Speed Group Chairman and Communist Party
Secretary -- Sun Liang visited JCI
Sun Liang (Chairman of Shandong High-Speed Group Co., Ltd and Communist Party Secretary) led
the Zeng Weibing (General Manager of Shandong High-Speed Investment Holding Company) and
his entourage visited JCI on 18 May 2017. Chen Dexin (Vice President of Jinchuan Group Co., Ltd
and CEO of JCI) and other JCI management had conversation with Sun Liang and his team.
Chen Dexin, on behalf of key leaders of Jinchuan Group, expressed his warm welcome and
gratitude to the visit by Sun Liang and his entourage. He briefed them on the development course,
business layout and development vision of Jinchuan Group. He also introduced the fundamental
situations and the development strategies of the JCI. He, on behalf of the Jinchuan Group,
appreciated the confidence and support of Sun Liang and SD High-Speed in JCI and would like to
see the further cooperation between Jinchuan and SD High-Speed.
Chairman Sun Liang briefed JCI the development course, business layout and development vision
of SD High-Speed. He said the shareholding participation of JCI by SD Hi-Speed is to open the door
of cooperation between these two groups. He hoped that it is an opportunity of these two
companies to work to each other at a higher and furtherer level in terms of resources projects,
capital operations, financial areas and other aspects through negotiation of strategic framework
strategies.
Both Chen Dexin and Sun Liang believed the cooperation of these two renowned groups will have
synergies to influence the market and result in a win-win situation.
Shandong High-Speed Group Co., Ltd is a large state-owned enterprises in Shandong Province,
with total assets of RMB 500 billion, ranking the first enterprise in Shandong Province and in the
same industry. It ranked among “China Top 500 Companies” for 9 consecutive years the same
industry for nine consecutive years. It has rich experience in the investment, construction,
operation and management of highways, expressways, railways, bridges, ports and airports. It
also has rick experience in the business of financing, leasing, factoring, insurance, overseas
investment and logistics.

